Unleash Collaboration and Unlock Productivity.

While citizen demands on government are increasing, many local, state and federal agencies lack the tools, technologies and applications they need to get the job done.

Before Verizon UCCaaS for Government Employees had to:

- Work strictly from the office
- No connection to files, data or people from any other location
- Use agency-provided hardware
- On-premise equipment
- Restrict collaboration to office hours
- Work in silos outside of the office
- Partner with colleagues inside the office only

Employees can now:

- Work remotely
- Partner with the best people
- Collaborate in real-time
- Use virtually any device

86% of teams say the use of connected work has increased significantly over the last 3 years.
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Employees believe in easier-to-use collaboration solutions.

For more information about Verizon’s UCCaaS for Government solutions, please contact your account representative, or visit Federal.MeetwithEase.com.
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